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PAPER

An ATM Security Measure for Smart Card Transactions to Prevent
Unauthorized Cash Withdrawal

Hisao OGATA†,††a), Member, Tomoyoshi ISHIKAWA†, Norichika MIYAMOTO†, Nonmembers,
and Tsutomu MATSUMOTO††, Member

SUMMARY Recently, criminals frequently utilize logical attacks to in-
stall malware in the PC of Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) for the sake
of unauthorized cash withdrawal from ATMs. Malware in the PC sends
unauthorized cash dispensing commands to the dispenser to withdraw cash
without generating a transaction. Existing security measures primarily try
to protect information property in the PC so as not to be compromised by
malware. Such security measures are not so effective or efficient because
the PC contains too many protected items to tightly control them in present
ATM operational environments. This paper proposes a new ATM secu-
rity measure based on secure peripheral devices; the secure dispenser in
an ATM verifies the authenticity of a received dispensing command with
the withdrawal transaction evidence, which is securely transferred from the
secure card reader of an ATM. The card reader can capture the transaction
evidence since all transaction data flows through the card reader in a smart
card transaction. Even though the PC is compromised, unauthorized dis-
pensing commands are not accepted by the secure dispenser. As a result,
the new security measure does not impose heavy burden of tighter security
managements for the PCs on financial institutes while achieving stringent
security for the logical attacks to ATMs.
key words: ATM, security, malware, cryptography, device

1. Introduction

Attacks to Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) used to be
only physical attacks such as card skimming to steal card
holder data and physical crash of ATM bodies to steal cash.
Recently, criminals frequently utilize logical attacks for the
sake of unauthorized cash withdrawal from ATMs. Typ-
ical logical attacks are so-called “Jackpotting” [1]–[4] and
“Black Boxing” [5], [6] which is a variant of “Jackpotting.”
“Jackpotting” is such an attack that malware in the PC of
an ATM sends unauthorized cash dispensing commands to
the dispenser to withdraw cash from the ATM without gen-
erating a transaction. Regarding “Black Boxing,” an exter-
nal computer is directly connected with the dispenser and
malware on the computer sends unauthorized cash dispens-
ing commands to the dispenser. “Jackpotting” is prevail-
ing much more than “Black Boxing” because “Jackpotting”
uses only software that attacks the vulnerable ATM platform
commonly installed in the PC of ATMs. In general, an ATM
consists of a PC running the Windows R©*1 Operating Sys-
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tem (OS) and peripheral devices such as a card reader and
a dispenser. The ATM platform provides Financial Institute
(FI)’s multi-vendor application on the PC with standardized
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to control pe-
ripheral devices. As the APIs’ specifications are open to
the public and the API’s are not cryptographically protected,
malware frequently utilizes the ATM platform for unautho-
rized cash dispensing.

The existing security measures [7]–[10] primarily try
to protect information property in the PC and the commu-
nication line between the PC and the dispenser to prevent
those logical attacks. Measures tightly protecting infor-
mation property in the PC are not so effective or efficient.
For example, even whitelist-based anti-malware software
does not always work well to protect files and data in the
PC since it might be disabled by directly manipulating the
PC. Furthermore, the PC contains too many files and data,
which need to be tightly protected. While the PC contains
more than twenty thousand files, a FI has to manage hun-
dreds to thousands of ATMs. Thus the total protected files
amount to more than ten million to one hundred million.
Tightly protecting such huge number of files would bring
quite heavy management workloads to FIs because frequent
physical/logical accesses inside each ATM are required in
existing ATM operations. That is, frequent physical/ logical
accesses increase risks of logical attacks on ATMs. Exam-
ples of those accesses are periodical cash replenishment and
collection for cash services, frequent software updates for
better services, contents updates for advertisement and so
on. As a result of quite heavy management workloads, the
existing measures may result in breaking rules, human er-
rors, and rather poor management by ATM operation staffs.

In this paper, we propose a new ATM security measure
based not on the tightly protected PC but on secure periph-
eral devices; a secure dispenser verifies the authenticity of
a received cash dispensing command with the withdrawal
transaction evidence, which is securely transferred from a
secure card reader. The card reader can capture the trans-
action evidence since all transaction data flows between the
host computer and a smart card through the card reader in
a smart card transaction. An encrypted communication be-
tween the card reader and the dispenser is newly introduced
so as to securely transfer the transaction evidence.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 addresses the issues of existing ATM systems and
operations, and conditions that a security measure can effec-
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tively protect cash in an ATM. Chapter 3 presents the pro-
posed security measure. Chapter 4 describes application of
the proposed measure to a ticketing device. Chapter 5 is the
conclusion.

2. The Issues of Existing ATM Systems and Operations

2.1 Overview of an ATM System and a Cash Withdrawal
Transaction

An overview of an ATM system is depicted in Fig. 1. An
ATM is composed of a PC and peripheral devices controlled
by the PC. While the PC is connected with each periph-
eral device through a communication line, the PC is also
connected with the host computer through a wide area net-
work, namely the FI’s intranet. The PC is logically consti-
tuted with three layers: multi-vendor application, ATM plat-
form to control the peripheral devices, and Windows R©*1
OS. The ATM platform provides international standard-
ized interfaces to multi-vendor application: Comité Eu-
ropéen de Normalisation / eXtensions for Financial Services
(CEN/XFS) APIs [11]. The ATM platform architecture was
established in 90s and the primary concepts are interop-
erability and compatibility. The APIs’ specifications are
open to the public and the APIs are not cryptographically
protected. Encrypting PIN Pad (EPP) is a peripheral de-
vice used for an ATM user’s Personal Identification Number
(PIN) entry to show proof of identity. The EPP itself out-
puts an encrypted PIN called Enciphered PIN Block (EPB),
which is cryptographically protected in conformity with the
EMV R©*2 (EuroPay, MasterCard International and Visa In-
ternational) specifications [12], the Payment Card Industry
(PCI) requirements [13], [14] and ISO 9564 [15]. Figure 2
outlines an example of an existing cash withdrawal transac-
tion using a smart card. It is supposed that the multi-vendor
application includes transaction application (AP) to process
transaction messages and dispensing AP to control a dis-
penser. A session to create an EPB is the EPP and the host
computer in conformity to the PCI requirements. The trans-
action sequence is described as follows:

Fig. 1 An overview of an ATM system.

S1: A user inserts a smart card (FI’s cash card) into the card
reader of an ATM to read the Primary Account Num-
ber (PAN) on the card. The PAN was preliminarily as-
signed to the card by the FI to identify the user. After
that, the user inputs the PIN with the EPP and the EPP
outputs an EPB to the transaction AP.

S2: The user selects “cash withdrawal” from the menu on
the screen and inputs a withdrawal amount to ATM.

S3: The transaction AP creates a transaction request mes-
sage based on the user’s request and sends the message
and the EPB to host computer.

S4: The host computer verifies the authenticity of the mes-
sage, extracts the PIN from the EPB to authenticate the
user’s identity, and confirms the user’s account balance
or the credit. Then the host computer sends the trans-
action response message back to the transaction AP.

S5: The transaction AP provides the dispensing AP with
the cash dispensing request in accordance with the
transaction response message. Then the dispensing AP
sends a cash dispensing command to the dispenser.

The detailed data flow of (S3) to (S5) is illustrated
in Fig. 3. (S3) to (S4) conform to the EMV specifica-
tions [12], [16] and PCI DSS [17]. The brief summary of
the EMV specifications is as follows. A smart card and the
host computer must be a tamper-proof secure device. Trans-
action messages and corresponding Message Authentication
Codes (MACs) to verify the authenticity and the integrity of
a message are exchanged between the smart card and the
host computer. The smart card generates a MAC to a trans-
action request message created by the transaction AP and
then verifies a MAC to a transaction response message re-
ceived from the host computer.

A master key to generate a session key for a MAC has
been installed in a smart card and the host computer through
a card personalization process before issuing the card. The
master key is linked with the user’s PAN. A unique session
key for each transaction is generated from the master key
and a transaction counter output from the smart card accord-
ing to the EMV specification [16]. The host computer also

Fig. 2 An outline of cash withdrawal transaction example.
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Fig. 3 Data flow of existing cash withdrawal transaction.

shares the same session key conforming to the specification.
The dispenser is secure against unauthorized physical ma-
nipulation because it is physically protected by a safe. The
ATM platform and the OS are omitted in the figure. A se-
quence of the detailed data flow and data processes is de-
scribed below. “-number” shows a sub-step of each step in
Fig. 2.

S3-1: The transaction AP creates a transaction request mes-
sage from the PAN and the withdrawal amount. After
that, the transaction AP sends the message to the smart
card through the card reader using a CEN/XFS API.

S3-2: The smart card generates a MAC to the message
called “MAC1” and then sends the MAC back to the
transaction AP.

S3-3: The transaction AP sends the transaction request
message, “MAC1”, and the EPB received in S1 to the
host computer.

S4-1: The host computer verifies the PIN extracted from the
EPB, the authenticity of the transaction request message
with “MAC1”, and checks the user’s account balance or
the credit. Then the host computer creates a transac-
tion response message and “MAC2” for it, and the host
computer sends them back to the transaction AP and the
AP forwards them to the smart card through the card
reader using a CEN/XFS API.

S4-2: The smart card verifies the authenticity of the re-
ceived message with “MAC2” and returns the response
verification result to the transaction AP. The value of
the verification result varies in accordance with the host
computer’s decision. It is noted that the response ver-
ification result is plain data as the smart card and the
transaction AP do not share any cryptographic keys.

S5-1: The transaction AP provides the dispensing AP with
the cash dispensing request including the withdrawal
amount in accordance with the response verification re-
sult.

S5-2: The dispensing AP specifies the bill denomination ac-
cording to the user’s selection, and sends a cash dispens-
ing command to the dispenser to dispense cash through
another CEN/XFS API.

S5-3: The dispenser dispenses cash following to the re-
ceived cash dispensing command.

2.2 Issues of ATM Systems and Operations

As explained in Sect. 2.1, (S3-2), (S3-3), and (S4-1) are se-
curely protected with cryptographic technologies compliant
with the EMV specifications and PCI requirements while
other device, software, data are not. Hence criminals can
perpetrate “Jackpotting” and “Black Boxing” by attacking
vulnerable (S5-1), (S5-2) and dispensing AP. The existing
measures [7]–[10] try to protect information property in the
PC against “Jackpotting” and try to cryptographically pro-
tect the communication line for (S5-2) against “Black Box-
ing” [7], [8]. Some ATM vendors and FIs also try to cryp-
tographically protect the communication line for (S3-1) and
(S4-2). Those communication lines’ protection also relies
on protecting information property in the PC and the periph-
eral devices, which include cryptographic keys and crypto-
graphic processing modules. As a result, the whole ATM,
which consists of the PC, the peripheral devices, and the
communication lines between the PC and the peripheral de-
vices, should be tightly protected in the existing measures.
However, such measures are not so effective or efficient by
virtue of the following situations of existing ATM systems
and operations. The most critical issue is the PC’s protec-
tion.

System aspects:

(1) Vulnerable CEN/XFS APIs
The primary specifications of CEN/XFS APIs were es-

tablished in 90s and their security functionality is rather
poor than that of the current standards. Hence malware
frequently utilizes CEN/XFS APIs for “Jackpotting.”
Many FI’s multi-vendor application have been developed
on CEN/XFS APIs. Even though secure CEN/XFS APIs
are newly developed, it may take a long time to make
such secure APIs common since a lifetime of ATMs is
usually 7 to 10 years.

(2) Complicated logical structures of ATM software
FIs must provide ATM users with various kinds of

ATM services, e.g. not only transactions within the FI but
also transactions with other FIs. Logical structures and
data processing of ATM software are very complicated
and there are so many software components more than
twenty thousands in each ATM. Even a tiny change of
ATM software may bring a serious ATM system trouble
in some cases because it is quite difficult to completely
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confirm all software components and configurations in
an ATM before releasing it. It is further difficult to com-
pletely confirm all software components in cases of OS
updating for security patch and OS hardening since an
OS is the base of all layers above.

Operational aspects:

(3) Frequent physical access inside an ATM
Frequent physical accesses inside an ATM are required

according to the reasons listed below.

- Replenishment of bills in the dispenser
- Replenishment of receipt paper sheets
- Periodical cleaning of bill dust in the dispenser
- Removal of bill jam for troubleshooting
- Replacement of parts for troubleshooting
- Off-line system updating and log data collection due to

poor network performance in some cases.

Accessing the PC is also allowed during such physical
accesses inside an ATM.

(4) Frequent and unprotected system updating
FIs frequently must update ATM systems in order to

improve services, to update advertisement contents, to
patch the OS and so forth. System updating is not tightly
controlled if it is not covered by the EMV specifications
and the PCI requirements. Tightly controlled system up-
dating may impact timely launching services as it would
take a very long time to completely confirm integrity and
compatibility of all software in an ATM.

2.3 Conditions to Effectively Prevent “Jackpotting”

Tightly protecting the whole ATM is not so practical due
to the situation of existing ATM systems and operations de-
scribed above. The most critical issue is protecting the PC
containing a lot of information property in the ATM. There-
fore, we focus on preventing “Jackpotting” compromising
the PC and a security measure should satisfy the following
three conditions to cope with the existing situations.

(A) A security measure should not significantly impact
management workloads of existing ATM operations.

The existing measures recommend tight access con-
trols to the PC in each ATM with a unique login pass-
word, a unique physical lock and additional tight man-
agement measures. On the other hand, frequent physical
and logical accesses inside several thousands of ATMs
are required during ATM operations in some cases. Such
tight and frequent access controls to ATMs may result
in a heavy burden of managing so many ATMs. One
idea is to enclose the PC with a tamper-proof box to
protect it from unauthorized physical access, however
it would take a long turnaround time to fix the PC for
troubleshooting. As one of the most breakable devices
in an ATM is hard disk drives in the PC, such a long
turnaround time could not be accepted for FIs. Conse-
quently, the condition (A) is required.

(B) A security measure should not significantly impact
ATM system availability.

The existing guidelines have required FIs to update
and harden the OS of ATMs in the aim of patch for
the vulnerability. However, FIs may hesitate to conduct
them since occasional ATM system troubles accompa-
nying OS updating is not allowed as a social infrastruc-
ture. As an OS is the base of all software layered above,
it is quite difficult for FIs to comprehensively test the
compatibilities of so many software components within
a limited time to keep the OS up to date. Consequently,
the condition (B) is required.

(C) “Jackpotting” cannot be successful even though in-
tegrity of all software related to dispensing com-
mands is not assured.

Taking into consideration the conditions explained
above, it is quite difficult to completely assure integrity
of all software and data on the PC related to dispensing
commands in existing ATM operations. Furthermore, as
the primary objectives of vulnerable CEN/XFS APIs are
interoperability and compatibility for multi-vendor ap-
plications, it is not practical to drastically change the
APIs specifications for a security objective. Different
approaches are needed to cope with the situation. Con-
sequently, the condition (C) is required.

We pick up the EUROPOL’s guidance and recommen-
dations [7] here as a representative of the existing security
measures. The eventual objective of the EUROPOL’s re-
quirements to prevent “Jackpotting” is to tightly protect in-
formation property in the PC. It is obvious that those re-
quirements do not meet the conditions (A) to (C).

3. A Measure Based on the Secure Peripheral Devices

3.1 Primary Idea of the Proposed Measure

As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the PC totally controls the dispenser
on the basis of a master-slave model in an existing ATM as
well as other device control systems. Such control system
works securely if the PC is secure while it is not always
secure in the actual situations. The objective of the existing
measures is to protect information property in the PC so that

Fig. 4 Objective of existing measures and the proposed measure.
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Fig. 5 Primary idea of the proposed measure.

the PC does not send unauthorized cash dispensing com-
mands to the dispenser (Fig. 4 (b)). On the other hand, the
objective of the proposed measure is to implement a func-
tion verifying the authenticity of a received command into
the dispenser so that the dispenser does not accept unautho-
rized commands (Fig. 4 (c)).

The primary idea of the proposed measure is shown
in Fig. 5. The existing dispenser on the totally controlled
side does not have any information to verify the authenticity
of a cash dispensing command. The encrypted data flow:
(S5-2-2) authorized withdrawal amount is newly introduced
between the card reader and the dispenser so that the dis-
penser can get information verifying the authenticity of a
command. Two secure peripheral devices are introduced for
the objective: a proposed card reader to extract an autho-
rized withdrawal amount from the withdrawal transaction
data flows, a proposed dispenser to verify the authenticity of
the command with the authorized withdrawal amount (S5-
2-2).

The authenticity of the command is confirmed with
two kinds of conditions; approval of the cash withdrawal
transaction by the host computer including the withdrawal
amount and the proved identity for the transaction. The
two conditions are assured only by (S5-2-2) based on the
mechanism explained below. Regarding the first condition,
the proposed card reader can extract the withdrawal amount
from (S3-1) while it can extract whether the amount is ap-
proved or not from (S4-2) in order to generate (S5-2-2). Al-
though (S4-2) is plain data, the proposed card reader can
receive authentic (S4-2) since the card reader can receive it
as soon as the smart card outputs (S4-2) before malware, if
any, in the PC received it. Concerning the second condition,
the card reader’s receiving (S4-2) suggests that the iden-

Fig. 6 Implementation of the proposed measure.

tity is successfully proved in (S4-1). It is assured because
the host computer sends (S4-1) indicating the approved re-
sponse only when the PIN is successfully verified.

The withdrawal amount and the PAN in (S3-1) can be
altered by malware in the proposed idea; nevertheless the
protection priority is low due to the reasons described below.
As an altered withdrawal amount in (S3-1) goes directly to
the altered amount of cash dispensed to the ATM user, ei-
ther the user or the FI does not suffer any monetary loss. If
the PAN in (S3-1) is altered by malware, it becomes incon-
sistent with the session key and the master key in the smart
card since the PAN is linked with those keys as explained in
Sect. 2.1. In this way, the proposed measure can effectively
and efficiently prevent unauthorized cash dispensing by pro-
tecting only the card reader, the dispenser and (S5-2-2). It
is a contrast to the existing measures that try to tightly pro-
tect the whole ATM, which is not so practical as described
in Sect. 2.2.

As alternative implementation of the proposed mea-
sure, the proposed card reader can send an encrypted cash
dispensing command to the dispenser instead of (S5-2-2).
It is not workable according to the existing ATM services.
Some users select denominations of dispensed bills on the
screen before cash dispensing. Therefore, the proposed card
reader must support such application and must control the
GUI on the screen as substitute for the dispensing AP. Fur-
thermore, a card reader constantly needs to know the state
of the PC to control the GUI. It is not practical from a view-
point of the card reader’s hardware resource and cost.

3.2 Implementation of the Proposed Measure

An implementation example of the proposed measure is out-
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lined in Fig. 6. An encrypted communication to transfer the
authorized withdrawal amount is implemented through the
PC and the existing communication lines between the PC
and the each peripheral device. The reason is that there is
not any physical communication line between the existing
card reader and the existing dispenser. Data Transfer Li-
brary (DTL) is newly introduced to simply provide a com-
munication path between those devices. DTL is supposed
to be installed in a layer below the CEN/XFS APIs. The
tamper-proof secure element in the proposed card reader is
equipped with the two functions; one is to extract an autho-
rized withdrawal amount from (S3-1) and (S4-2), and the
other is to provide an encrypted communication with the
proposed dispenser to securely transfer the authorized with-
drawal amount. The tamper-proof secure element in the dis-
penser supports the two functions; one is to provide an en-
crypted communication with the card reader, the other is to
verify the authenticity of a received cash dispensing com-
mand with the received authorized withdrawal amount. The
cryptographic key management and a session creation for
the encrypted communication are supposed to conform to
the international standards [18]–[20]. A session is supposed
to have been preliminarily created. The detailed process
flows are described as follows. Only modified processes are
explained here.

S3-1: The transaction AP creates a transaction request mes-
sage from the user’s PAN and the withdrawal amount,
and then sends it to the smart card through the card
reader using the CEN/XFS API. The secure element in
the card reader captures the message and extracts a with-
drawal amount and stores it in the element.

S4-2: The smart card returns the response verification result
to the transaction AP through the card reader. The se-
cure element in the card reader captures the verification
result and generates the authorized withdrawal amount
from the withdrawal amount in (S3-1) and the verifica-
tion result. Then the secure element encrypts the amount
and stores the encrypted amount in the element.

S5-2: The dispensing AP sends a cash dispensing command
to the dispenser through the CEN/XFS API and DTL.
Once the DTL receives the dispensing command, DTL
requests the proposed card reader to send the encrypted
amount. Then DTL forwards the dispensing command
(S5-2) and the encrypted amount to the proposed dis-
penser as shown in (S5-2-2).

S5-3: The secure element in the dispenser decrypts (S5-2-
2) and confirms whether the dispensing amount in (S5-
2) and the authorized withdrawal amount are identical
or not. When multiple bill denominations are specified
in the dispensing command, the aggregate amount in the
command is compared with the authorized withdrawal
amount. If those amounts are identical, the dispenser
dispenses cash following to the dispensing command.

The structure examples of the secure peripheral devices
are depicted in Fig. 7. In general, an existing card reader is
equipped with a slot to install a secure element for mutual

Fig. 7 Comparison of existing devices and proposed devices.

authentication between a smart card and a terminal. The
secure element in Fig. 6 can be installed in the slot. Ad-
ditionally, the firmware in the controller is also supposed
to be protected from unauthorized manipulation with digi-
tal signatures installed in the secure element. The firmware
running on the RAM in the controller is supposed to be still
secure by self-tests with the digital signatures. For exam-
ple, the firmware hash is calculated periodically such as
once every day in the controller. The hash is transferred
to the secure element and is verified with the digital sig-
natures. The contact point I/F (interface) to communicate
with a smart card is equipped with another secure element.
The secure element is cryptographically connected with the
secure element installed to the slot in order to protect con-
tents from/to a smart card from unauthorized access inside
the card reader. Such structure is practical since the PCI
requirements [13], [21] define similar requirements.

Concerning a dispenser, an existing dispenser is
equipped with a serial interface to expand the functions in
many cases. A circuit board implementing a secure element
can be installed to the serial interface. The firmware in the
controller is also supposed to be protected from unautho-
rized manipulation with digital signatures installed in the
secure element as well. The firmware running on the RAM
in the controller is supposed to be still secure by self-tests
as well as the proposed card reader. Furthermore, the whole
dispenser is protected from unauthorized physical accesses
by a tightly controlled safe. Thus the firmware is logically
and physically protected.

Regarding a development cost of the proposed mea-
sure, the development items are (1) DTL in the PC, (2)
modification of existing firmware of the card reader and
the contact point I/F implementing a secure element, and
a secure element installed in the slot in the card reader, (3)
modification of existing firmware of the dispenser and a cir-
cuit board implementing a secure element in the dispenser.
Some country’s regulations require similar implementation
to (1) and (3) in ATMs for other security objectives. Con-
cerning (2), existing device vendors provide card readers
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equipped with similar components and structures to protect
card holder data in conformity to PCI PTS POI [13]. Thus
items (1) (2) (3) can be developed based on existing imple-
mentation and components at a reasonable cost.

3.3 Validation of the Proposed Measure

It is described here that the security measure proposed in
Sect. 3.1, 3.2 can meet the conditions addressed in Sect. 2.3.

(A) A security measure should not significantly impact
management workloads of existing ATM operations.

The proposed security measure can prevent unautho-
rized cash dispensing based on the secure peripheral
devices equipped with a tamper-proof secure element.
Therefore, quite heavy management workloads to tightly
protect the PCs are not required.

(B) A security measure should not significantly impact
ATM system availability.

The proposed measure does not rely on the tightly pro-
tected PC but on the secure peripheral devices. Frequent
OS updating/hardening for security patch, which would
significantly impact ATM system availability, is not a nec-
essary condition in the proposed measure. FIs can take
enough time to comprehensively test so many software
components in the PC before releasing them to prevent
occasional system troubles.

(C) “Jackpotting” cannot be successful even though in-
tegrity of all software related to dispensing commands
is not assured.

The proposed measure can prevent “Jackpotting” with-
out relying on integrity of all software of the PC. Even if
the integrity of DTL is not assured, “Jackpotting” cannot
still be successful as DTL is just a communication pass
to transfer encrypted data. The proposed security mea-
sure can work as defense in depth in cases that the PC is
compromised.

In this way, the proposed measure can harmonize with
existing ATM systems and operations by meeting the three
conditions. The requirements of the EUROPOL’s guidance
and recommendations do not meet the three conditions as
described in Sect. 2.3. The comparison between the EU-
ROPOL’s requirements and the proposed measure is sum-
marized in Table 1. As far as the authors investigated the
existing security guidelines of other countries and ATM ven-
dors, security company’s solutions and patents, there are
neither methods nor solutions meeting the conditions (A)
to (C). It is noted that the proposed measure can also pre-

Table 1 Comparison of the EUROPOL’s requirements and the proposed
measure.

vent “Black Boxing” since the proposed dispenser does not
accept unauthorized dispensing commands received from an
external computer as it does not receive any authorized with-
drawal amounts.

We developed a prototype system of the proposed mea-
sure with an existing ATM system to confirm the operational
feasibility. Circuit boards equipped with a Java Card TM*3
based secure element were implemented into an existing
card reader and an existing dispenser. We confirmed that
the dispenser dispensed cash when the dispensing amount in
a command received from the PC and the authorized with-
drawal amount received from the card reader are identical.
We also confirmed that the dispenser did not accept dispens-
ing commands without any authorized withdrawal amount
or with an altered withdrawal amount.

4. Application to Ticketing Devices

The concept of the proposed measure can be applied not
only to ATMs but also to ticketing devices, such as railway
tickets that physical media are handled in accordance with
payment (Fig. 8). The fundamental framework of the pro-
posed measure is illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). Peripheral device
(i) extracts information to protect the property (vii) from
unauthorized accesses in the input /output data of the de-
vice (i). Then device (i) generates information (ii) to ver-
ify the authenticity of a command (iv) accessing protected

Fig. 8 Fundamental framework and implementation examples.
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property (vii). After that, device (i) sends information (ii) to
peripheral device (v) accessing the protected property (vii).
If the device (v) successfully verifies the authenticity of the
command (iv) received from the control unit (iii) with infor-
mation (ii), it accesses (v) the property (vii).

As shown in Fig. 8 (b), in a case of cash withdrawal
transaction on an ATM with a smart card (FI’s cash card), (i)
is the proposed card reader, (ii) is an authorized withdrawal
amount, (iii) is the PC, (iv) is a cash dispensing command,
(v) is the proposed dispenser, (vi) is cash dispensing, and
(vii) is cash respectively. As depicted in Fig. 8 (c), in a case
of ticketing service on a ticketing device with a smart card
(credit card), (i) is the proposed card reader, (ii) is an au-
thorized ticket value charged to the user’s credit account,
(iii) is the PC, (iv) is a ticket printing command, (v) is a
ticket printer verifying the authenticity of a printing com-
mand, (vi) is ticket printing, and (vii) is a ticket respectively.
In this way, the concept of the proposed measure can be ap-
plied not only to ATM cash withdrawal transaction systems
but also to other physical media handling systems in accor-
dance with payment.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new ATM security measure
based on the secure peripheral devices to prevent logical at-
tacks for unauthorized cash dispensing so-called “Jackpot-
ting” and “Black Boxing.” In the security measure, the pro-
posed dispenser verifies the authenticity of a cash dispensing
command received from the PC with the withdrawal trans-
action evidence securely transferred from the proposed card
reader of an ATM. The card reader can capture the trans-
action evidence since all transaction data flows through the
card reader in a smart card transaction. As the proposed
measure relies on security of the peripheral devices, it can
work as defense in depth when the PC is compromised. The
measure can also meets the three conditions so as not to im-
pose on FIs heavy burden to tightly control the PCs though
the existing measures do not meet them.

We also explained the fundamental framework of the
proposed measure can be applied not only to ATM cash
withdrawal transactions but also ticketing service on a tick-
eting device. Furthermore, we expect that the primary idea
of the proposed measure can also be applied to withdrawal
transactions using a magnetic stripe card, deposit transac-
tions, money transfer transactions on ATMs. Such new mea-
sures are going to be proposed as future works.

This paper did not propose a measure to protect a with-
drawal amount in plain data of a transaction request message
sent from the PC to a smart card since any monetary loss
does not occur even if the message is altered. That is, al-
tered withdrawal amount in the message goes directly to the
altered amount of cash dispensed to the ATM user. How-
ever, some users may be embarrassed by the unexpected
cash amount and the situation would bring other frauds.
Hence protecting the transaction request message is also a
remaining issue that will be tackled as a future work.
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